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THE NEW VX®-3i
MANAGE THE LIGHT TO DOMINATE IN THE FIELD
The VX®-3i is the scope that will have you hunting earlier and hunting longer than ever, all thanks to its new Twilight Max™
Light Management System. Light management, simply put, is a triad of performance; all three elements must be managed
perfectly to let you see deeper into the shadows than ever before.

A

EFFECTIVE LIGHT
TRANSMISSION

Most scopes only focus on
transmitting high percentages
of midday light. The VX-3i gives
you maximum transmission
of the entire visible spectrum.
Why does this matter? The human
eye is most sensitive to colors outside
the middle of the spectrum during dawn
and dusk, when game is moving.

B

GLARE
REDUCTION

Stray light in a scope can
increase overall light transmission
percentages, but actually degrades
your sight picture. The VX-3i has
edge blackened lenses and internal
structures to strip out glare,
transmitting the maximum amount
of usable light to your eye.

Learn more about the Twilight Max Light Management System
and the other exciting features in the VX-3i at Leupold.com.

C

CONTRAST
AND RESOLUTION

Resolution of low contrast targets (like
tines in heavy timber) is key. Leupold’s
proprietary lens coatings and superior
optical design push the VX-3i’s
contrast and resolution to the absolute
limits of performance.

THE NEW VX®-3i

UNDERSTANDING LIGHT MANAGEMENT
The VX®-3i is the riflescope that will have you hunting earlier and hunting longer than ever, thanks to the new Twilight Max™
Light Management System. Light management is a triad of performance; all three elements must be managed perfectly to
transmit the right kind of light to your eye, so you can see deeper into the shadows than ever before.

THE SCREEN TEST

AN EASY WAY TO UNDERSTAND LIGHT MANAGEMENT

Here’s a way to demonstrate how light management works: look at a computer monitor, TV, or other screen in a brightly lit room. Now,
turn off the overhead lights and notice the difference; the image on screen is actually sharper and brighter. Even though you’ve reduced
the overall amount of light reaching your eyes, you’ve maximized usable light. The Twilight Max Light Management System in the VX-3i
works in a similar way.

LEUPOLD VX-3i

OTHER OPTICS

EFFECTIVE LIGHT TRANSMISSION
THE RIGHT LIGHT, AT THE RIGHT TIME

Most optics makers achieve high percentages of light transmission by optimizing for “mid-day” light, the light at the center of the visual
spectrum. It’s why riflescopes all seem to perform the same in the store. And many of these scopes also transmit stray light, which
increases the percentage of light transmission, but degrades the image.
Effective light transmission is the transmission of light at the center of the visual spectrum, plus the light at the ends of the spectrum.
These are the wavelengths present at dusk at dawn, and the colors the human eye is most sensitive to in low light. Because this light is
more difficult to transmit, the percentage of effective light transmission may be lower, but it’s maximizing the usable light that reaches
your eye, for performance when you need it most.

THE SOUND ANALOGY
If you were to think of light management in terms of sound, 100% sound transmission would be like “white noise.” But with
sound management, you’d get Beethoven. Transmitting energy (light or sound) is important, but it’s even more important to
transmit the right energy, when you need it.

Leupold pioneered the science of light transmission, and we’re doing the same with light management.
Learn more about the breakthrough VX-3i series and the Twilight Max Light Management System at leupold.com.

